Introduction
============

Recent years have witnessed a tremendous interest in understanding how the brain functions in social context, in particular when people or animals make decisions and behavioral choices (for reviews see [@nsx053-B8]; [@nsx053-B49]; [@nsx053-B54]). Of particular interest here are studies demonstrating that prefrontal neurons can be selectively activated in relation with a conspecific's actions, errors and/or rewards ([@nsx053-B55], [@nsx053-B56]; [@nsx053-B5]; [@nsx053-B26], [@nsx053-B27]), or social status ([@nsx053-B21]; [@nsx053-B5]). In these important studies, however, the conspecific was actively involved in the task, either as a partner or as a competitor. This leaves open the question of how the conspecific's presence, without any overt interaction, contributed to the neuronal modulations. More generally, little attention has been devoted to understanding how the mere presence of others, the most fundamental invariant of behavior in many, if not all, animal species affects neuronal activity.

This is surprising given the evidence accumulated for more than a century in social psychology demonstrating that the mere presence of conspecifics generally improves performance on easy or familiar tasks, an effect referred to as social facilitation (for reviews, see [@nsx053-B57]; [@nsx053-B14]; [@nsx053-B22]). According to [@nsx053-B57] classic view, social presence increases drive or arousal and facilitates dominant responses (considered to be correct on easy tasks thereby resulting in social facilitation). Although Zajonc's physiological assumption received little empirical support (e.g. [@nsx053-B16]), there is ample evidence with different animal species---from cockroaches to humans---that the mere presence of others increases dominant responses, whether correct or incorrect. When the dominant response is incorrect (difficult or novel tasks), social presence impairs performance, especially when the conspecifics are unfamiliar, unpredictable or threatening. Under these circumstances, the presence of others may also distract a significant portion of attentional resources away from task execution, as indicated by studies with humans and monkeys ([@nsx053-B28]; [@nsx053-B11]; see also [@nsx053-B10]). Conversely, when the presence of others is familiar or reassuring, it may reduce stress, compared with social isolation ([@nsx053-B52]; [@nsx053-B23]; [@nsx053-B15]). The non-threatening presence of others can also boost attentional control, with a positive effect on tasks requiring the inhibition of incorrect dominant response tendencies ([@nsx053-B31], [@nsx053-B29]; [@nsx053-B51]; [@nsx053-B4]).

Despite the high interest devoted to social facilitation at the behavioral level, little is known about its neuronal correlates. As associative learning relies on feedback signals, i.e. rewards and error signals ([@nsx053-B53]), one way social presence may affect learning is through direct modulation of neuronal processing of these signals. Our prediction was that both behavioral performance and neuronal activity associated with feedback signals would be modulated by social presence/absence. To test this hypothesis, we recorded single neuron activity from the prefrontal cortex, which constitutes with the basal ganglia the core brain network mediating reinforcement-guided learning (see [@nsx053-B43]; [@nsx053-B12]). We targeted the dorsolateral (PFdl) and medial (anterior cingulate cortex, ACC) prefrontal regions where neuronal activity is known to process feedback signals during learning ([@nsx053-B3]; [@nsx053-B24], [@nsx053-B25]; [@nsx053-B40]; [@nsx053-B2]; [@nsx053-B33]; [@nsx053-B34]; [@nsx053-B32]). Although PFdl and ACC are connected with each other ([@nsx053-B48]), their anatomical and functional properties suggest that they may be differentially modulated by social presence: PFdl is indeed strongly connected with sensory and motor systems, and is part of the attentional network ([@nsx053-B18]; [@nsx053-B41]; [@nsx053-B37]), whereas ACC is at the convergence of the emotional, cognitive and motor systems ([@nsx053-B42]). As expected, we found that feedback-related neuronal activity in both areas was highly sensitive to social presence.

Materials and methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

Two adult male Rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*) were subjects in this study. They were housed together since the age of 3 years, and weighted 8--12 kg at the time of the study. They had established stable and spontaneous social interactions, with monkey A being the dominant as revealed by 'access to water and food' test. Animal care, housing and experimental procedures conformed to the European Directive (2010/63/UE) on the use of nonhuman primates in scientific research. The two monkeys were maintained on a dry diet, and their liquid consumption and weight were carefully monitored.

Behavioral procedures
---------------------

The monkeys were trained to associate abstract images with targets on a touchscreen either under social presence or in isolation ([Figure 1A and B](#nsx053-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Under social presence, the two monkeys were sited in primate chairs facing each other, with their head immobilized (see 'Surgery' section), and alternated the roles of actor and spectator. Only the actor had access to the touchscreen, and thus performed the task and received rewards on correct trials. The spectator was not rewarded, had no incentive to produce any particular behavior, was never tested (as actor) during the same day, and when tested, a new set of stimuli was used (therefore preventing any observational learning to occur). When a monkey was tested in isolation, the other remained in the housing room located at a distance such that the actor was truly alone in the testing box, deprived from any communicative means with the conspecific through visual, auditory or olfactory channels.

![Task design and behavior. (A) The successive grey frames represent the touch screen, as it appeared to the monkey, from the beginning (left) to the end of the trial. The white rectangle represents the lever and the four white squares represent the targets. A cue (white symbol) appeared at the screen center and the monkey was required to touch one of the targets. If correct, a green circle (white circle) appeared followed by a reward. If incorrect a red circle (grey circle) appeared with no reward. (B) Social performance contexts. The actor (bottom left) performed the task in presence of the conspecific (spectator) or in isolation (top) with different sets of cues. (C) Social facilitation of learning speed. Comparison of the number of trials needed to reach the learning criterion across the two performance contexts, for each monkey. The error bars represent one SEM. \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](nsx053f1){#nsx053-F1}

During task performance, the actor started trials by touching a white rectangle, which triggered the presentation of a cue at the center of the screen. The monkey was required to indicate among the four white squares (targets), the one associated with this cue. After a variable delay (500--700 ms), the cue went off (go signal) and the monkey had to move the hand and touch the chosen target. If correct, a green circle (positive feedback) informed the monkey that the choice was correct, and a reward (fruit juice) was delivered after 1 s. If the choice was incorrect, a red circle signaled the error (negative feedback), and no reward was delivered.

Typically, the monkeys were tested on a daily basis. A testing session (one per day) started with one monkey learning a set of two associations under isolation, then a second yet equivalent set of two associations under social presence (80 trials for each set). This fixed order was necessary for two reasons. First, the two monkeys were particularly reluctant to perform the task in isolation if this condition came after social presence, perhaps because the presence of a familiar conspecific reduces (or its removal increases) stress in learning contexts ([@nsx053-B22]). Second, there is evidence that the presence of others may still operate in isolation when this presence comes first ([@nsx053-B35]), making the reversed order (presence then isolation) inappropriate ([@nsx053-B22]; [@nsx053-B31]). Thus, the most appropriate control condition was a test--retest, where each monkey performed the task twice under isolation.

Surgery
-------

Surgery was performed under deep anesthesia and aseptic conditions, for implantation of a recording chamber over the hemisphere contralateral to the hand used to perform the task, and a bolt used to immobilize the head. Chamber implantation was guided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of each monkey's brain obtained prior to surgery. A single chamber allowed access to the PFdl and ACC. The bone was removed from the area covered by the chamber, and the later was closed with a plastic cap, which was removed during the recording sessions.

Neuronal recordings and data analysis
-------------------------------------

Extracellular neuronal activity was recorded using a multi-channel system (Alphalab from Alpha Omega). Single tungsten electrodes (FHC Instrument, 0.8--1.2 MΩ impedance) were inserted in the brain, and were moved down to the target cortical areas identified on the basis of MRI scans. Up to four electrodes were used simultaneously, two in the PFdl and two in ACC, whose location within each area varied from session to session in order to cover the area as much as possible. The signals recorded by each electrode were high- (6 kHz) and low-pass (250 Hz) filtered, and amplified using Alphalab software. The neuronal signals were synchronized with task events (visual stimuli onset and offset, behavioral events, reward delivery timestamp) derived from the Cortex software (NIH, Bethesda, MD USA), and stored as analog signals for off-line analyses. A home-made Matlab toolbox was used off-line to process the data for spike sorting under MClust Spike sorting toolbox (A. David Redish, <http://redishlab.neuroscience.umn.edu/MClust/MClust.html>). Specifically, this step aimed to distinguish action potentials emitted by the same neurons and separate the activity of different neurons from one another and from noise. The isolated spike clusters were then processed using Neuroexplorer, and neurons were classified based on their response to the various task events. Here, we focused on neuronal activity extracted for epochs surrounding the onset of feedback (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and normalized for statistical analyses. A Z score was computed for each bin (a 10 ms time window) using the following formula: *Z*(bin)~*i,j*~ = (bin count)~*i,j*~ -- mean(bin count baseline)~*i*~/std(bin count baseline)~i~; where '*i*' is the number of trials, '*j*' the number of bins, '(bin count)~*i,j*~' the number of spikes in bin *j* of trial *i* during a given time window, 'mean (bin count baseline)' is the average baseline bin count, 'std(bin count baseline)' the standard deviation of the mean spike count relative to the baseline. This formula normalizes the spike counts in each bin to the baseline on a trial-by-trial basis, and produces normalized rasters in the form of Z scores, which then produces peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). PSTHs were then used to examine the activity profile and identify neuronal categories. Three main parameters of the neuronal discharge were examined (latency, amplitude and duration), to determine the changes of activity in relation with the feedback signal. A neuron was considered to be active in relation with a particular event (e.g. feedback signal) if the Z score of the PSTH was higher than 1.96 (CI of 0.95) in at least three consecutive bins. The latency of the response was defined as the first occurrence of this value (*Z* \> 1.96). Conversely, the end of the response was indicated by the first of three consecutive bins with a *Z* value \< 1.96. Statistical analyses compared the neuronal activity in the two epochs across conditions (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the definition of epochs). A Mann-Whitney U-test (*P* \< 0.05) was used to compare the activity of each neuron across conditions (isolation, presence), for the same time epoch, and thus determine whether neurons were preferentially active in one or the other condition.

Results
=======

Behavior
--------

Behavioral data were collected over a total of 258 sessions (monkey A, *n* = 181; monkey M, *n* = 77), and analyzed using the session as unit of analysis to determine whether social presence affected learning speed, i.e. the number of trials required to reach the learning criterion (defined as the third of five consecutive correct trials). Repeated measure ANOVAs revealed a main effect of presence on learning speed in both monkeys ([Figure 1C](#nsx053-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Social presence reduced the number of trials to criterion, compared with isolation (from 11.02 to 9.26 across sessions in monkey A, *F*(1, 180) = 10.84; *P* \< 0.001, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.06; from 10.29 to 8.12 across sessions in monkey M, *F*(1, 76) = 10.97, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.13), indicating a social facilitation effect in both monkeys (skewness values inferior to 1.96 in both conditions for both monkeys). This effect was also confirmed by a non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U-test; *P*s \< 0.05).

Analyses of the test--retest (control) data showed that improved performance under social presence cannot be accounted for by task repetition, as the number of trials to criterion at retest did not decrease (quite the contrary for monkey A) relative to test ([Figure 2](#nsx053-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, although both monkeys were reluctant to perform the task in the opposite order (see 'Methods' section), we successfully collected additional control data over 11 sessions in monkey M in presence then in isolation. Analysis of the data showed that even in this opposite order, social presence had a significant positive effect on learning speed (*M* presence = 5.82, s.d. = 0.58; *M* isolation = 12.41, s.d. = 1.39; *F*(1, 10) = 18.42, *P* \< 0.002, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.65).

![The null effect of task repetition. Comparison of the number of trials needed to reach the learning criterion in test--retest isolation sessions for each monkey. The error bars represent one SEM. NS, non-significant.](nsx053f2){#nsx053-F2}

Neural data
-----------

We recorded the activity of 592 single neurons in the PFdl (*n* = 376) and ACC (*n* = 216) of the two monkeys during task performance, and found that more than half of them were related to the processing of outcome signals (60% in PFdl, 53% in ACC). In each area, a given neuron increased its firing rate in at least one of two epochs surrounding the feedback signal (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and 'Methods' section). Activations were analyzed in each area, and separately for positive and negative feedback-related signals (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for proportions). Because of similar profiles and proportions of outcome-related activations in PFdl and ACC, the data were pooled together in a single neuronal sample, hereafter referred to as prefrontal cortex neurons. Thus, the present analysis was based on a total of 502 feedback-related activations.

Social presence modulated outcome-related activity of a vast majority of prefrontal neurons, whether encoding errors (85%) or rewards (82%). We actually discovered two main categories of neurons depending on the modulation of their firing rate amplitude (categorization relying on Mann-Whitney U-tests based on the PSTHs). In one category, 'social neurons' ([Figure 3A](#nsx053-F3){ref-type="fig"} N1 and N2), the firing rate increased under social presence, compared with isolation. These neurons represented 41% and 38% of negative and positive feedback-related activations, respectively. In a second category, 'asocial neurons', the pattern was opposite, as these neurons were preferentially active during isolation ([Figure 3A](#nsx053-F3){ref-type="fig"} N3 and N4), and represented 41% and 47% of negative and positive feedback-related activations, respectively. [Figure 3B](#nsx053-F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of these activations for the entire neuronal sample in each performance context (presence, isolation). We tested further the validity of our neuronal categorization process into social and asocial categories by using a hierarchical, unsupervised clustering analysis. This analysis (see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) confirmed the existence of two main categories of neurons (with finer grouping into slightly different sub-categories) corresponding, with very minor inter-classes overlap (\<3%), to social and asocial categories reported based on the Mann-Whitney U-tests. Finally, social and asocial neurons were found in similar proportions in both prefrontal areas (PFdl and ACC), and histological reconstruction revealed no spatial segregation within individual areas ([Figure 4](#nsx053-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Illustration of neuronal data. (A) N1--N4 are examples of social and asocial neurons recorded from the prefrontal cortex of monkey A. For each neuron, the activity is represented by two raster displays in different colors, blue for isolation, purple for social presence. Each raster is constructed following the usual standards: dots represent action potentials, and each line of dots represents the firing of the neuron over a trial. Trials of the same condition are aligned (the vertical line) on the onset of the feedback signal: PF for positive feedback, NF for negative feedback. Below the raster displays, the mean firing rate (spikes/sec) is represented in the form of PSTHs; the color code is the same as for the raster displays, and the shading represents the variability of the firing rate (mean standard error). (B) Violin plots. The plots show the distribution of neuronal outcome-related activations (firing rate) for positive (top) and negative feedback (bottom) in the two performance contexts (presence *vs* isolation), using the same color code as in A. The distribution of the activations is illustrated as probability density curves calculated using a kernel density estimation. The percentiles (lower and upper quartiles in light blue dotted lines) and the median (red lines) of the data are also illustrated for each performance context.](nsx053f3){#nsx053-F3}

![Recording sites. (A) Location of the recording chamber (circle) and recording sites shown on the lateral view of the right frontal portion of the brain. (B) Recording sites of social (pink) and asocial (blue) neurons shown on a coronal section taken at the center of the chamber (dashed vertical line in A). Intermediate colors are due to overlap of the initial colors. In both A and B the diameter of circles represents the number of activations analyzed. Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; Ar, Arcuate sulcus; PFdl, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; PS, principal sulcus. The bar scale represents 10 mm for A, 5 mm for B.](nsx053f4){#nsx053-F4}

Correlations
------------

As social presence modulated both behavior and neuronal activity, we tested whether they co-varied across sessions by computing Pearson's correlation coefficients. The finding that stands out most prominently is the significant correlations between the firing rate associated with negative---but not positive---feedback and behavior ([Figure 5A](#nsx053-F5){ref-type="fig"}). For social neurons, activity and trials to criterion correlated negatively under social presence (*r* = −0.24, *P* \< 0.02): the higher the firing rate, the less trials needed (faster learning), suggesting that social facilitation may reflect largely the activity of social neurons. For asocial neurons, activity and trials to criterion also correlated negatively but in isolation (*r* = −0.22, *P* \< 0.02). Perhaps the most striking result is that these correlations were systematically and significantly reversed for both categories of neurons in the two other conditions: activity of social neurons now correlated positively with trials to criterion in isolation (*r* = 0.46, *P* \< 0.001): the higher the firing rate, the *more* trials needed (slower learning); whereas activity of asocial neurons tended to correlate positively with trials to criterion under social presence (*r* = 0.07, *ns*). Consistent with this pattern on learning speed, neuronal activity and performance accuracy correlated positively (the higher firing rate, the better accuracy) for social neurons under social presence (*r* = 0.27, *P* \< 0.005) and asocial neurons under isolation (*r* = 0.33, *P* \< 0.001). Again, these correlations reversed systematically and significantly for both categories of neurons in the two other conditions: neuronal activity now correlated negatively with performance accuracy (the higher firing rate, the worse accuracy) for social neurons under isolation (*r* = −0.39, *P* \< 0.001) and asocial neurons under social presence (*r* = −0.22, *P* \< 0.02). In other words, error-related activity (but not success-related activity, see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of both social and asocial neurons correlated with learning speed and accuracy, but in opposite directions depending on the social context of performance (social presence *vs* social isolation). [Figure 5B](#nsx053-F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes this pattern of correlations depending on the neurons' preferred context (social neurons under social presence, asocial neurons under social isolation) and non-preferred context (social neurons under social isolation, asocial neurons under social presence).

![Correlation between neuronal activity and behavior. Pearson's correlation coefficient (*r*) is shown for the analysis of the relationships between the amplitude of firing rate related to negative feedback and the number of trials to criterion (learning speed) on one hand, and the percentage of correct responses (accuracy) on the other hand. (A) For each category of neurons (social *vs* asocial), each graph shows the correlation coefficient for isolation (open bars) and social presence (dark bars) condition. (B) Illustration of the pattern of correlations shown in Figure 5A, between neuronal activity of social and asocial populations of neurons pooled together by preferred social context, and learning speed and accuracy. Note that, under the preferred context (dashed symbol) the higher the firing rate, the less trials needed to reach the learning criterion (*r*  = −.21, *P* \< 0.002), and the better the accuracy (*r* = 0.31, *P* \< 0.001). Conversely, in the non-preferred context (dotted symbol), the higher the firing rate, the more trials needed to reach the learning criterion (*r* = 0.28, *P* \< 0.001) and the worse the accuracy (*r*  = −0.30, *P* \< 0.001). Horizontal lines above graphs depict comparisons between *r* values across conditions.\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](nsx053f5){#nsx053-F5}

All the present findings were robust to changes in parameters such as learning criterion (from five to nine consecutive correct trials), or thresholds (three to five temporal bins) used to consider a neuron to be active in relation with feedback signals. For the few neutral neurons found with the discriminant analysis, the relationships between firing rate and learning speed or performance accuracy were not significant (neither under social isolation nor under social presence), however the limited number of these neurons did not allow conclusive statistical analyses.

Discussion
==========

This study reveals that the mere presence of a familiar conspecific modulates the activity of a vast majority of learning-related prefrontal neurons, whether encoding errors or rewards. For exactly the same task, some outcome-related neurons operate more actively under social presence (social neurons), whereas others are more active in isolation (asocial neurons). These neuronal properties complement earlier findings demonstrating that prefrontal neurons can be selectively activated in relation with the conspecific's actions, errors and/or rewards ([@nsx053-B55], [@nsx053-B56]; [@nsx053-B5]; [@nsx053-B26], [@nsx053-B27]), or social status ([@nsx053-B21]; [@nsx053-B5]). The question remained, however, whether the 'mere' presence of others, a fundamental aspect of social life, also modulates neuronal activity. In this study, one may argue that the conspecific was not completely passive and may have emitted positive or negative cues through vocalization, gestures, mimicry or eye contact. This is unlikely to account for the strong effects observed, given the conditions of our experiment, which contrasts clearly with the above studies where the partners either interacted overtly or behaved in an interdependent way (e.g. rewards for the self *vs* others), and were generally present in all conditions, preventing the study of mere presence effects. Conversely, we have not addressed the issue of how modulations by the mere presence of others would change if the conspecific had an active role in task performance, nor do we have any evidence that a non-familiar spectator would lead to the same or different results as those reported here. However, taken together, our findings provide the first evidence that a large proportion of outcome-related prefrontal neurons are highly sensitive to the mere presence or absence of familiar conspecifics.

Our findings also suggest that the same task can be learned using different neuronal populations depending on the social *vs* asocial nature of the performance context. Consistent with this suggestion, and possibly the key finding of this work, it appears that the relationship between behavior and error-related neuronal activity strongly depends on whether the neuronal populations at hand are compatible or incompatible with the presence/absence of a familiar conspecific. As a matter of fact, this relationship was systematically reversed when the neurons discharged in their non-preferred performance context, suggesting a functional antagonism: the higher firing rate in the non-preferred context, the worse the behavior. This leads to the tentative conclusion that optimal performance requires the recruitment of appropriate neurons not only based on task features, but also on the social context (social neurons under social presence, asocial neurons under social isolation), at least on learning tasks where the probability of producing errors is high. According to this conclusion, this 'neuron-context compatibility' relationship should be less relevant for well-learned tasks, but this aspect remains to be investigated in future research.

We still lack direct evidence on causal relationships between neuronal activity and behavior, on how social and asocial neurons interact during learning, how social presence might modulate these interactions, and how attention might have contributed to the present effects. There is ample evidence that the mere presence of others can boost attentional processes with beneficial effects on task performance (for reviews see [@nsx053-B10]; [@nsx053-B30]), as also suggested by a recent PET study in the monkey ([@nsx053-B38]) where the presence of a familiar conspecific led to a greater activation of the attentional network. Although we did not control for attention, the fact that social presence facilitated learning is consistent with increased attentional resources dedicated to the focal task. Socially facilitated learning in our study is also consistent with past research demonstrating the beneficial effects of familiar conspecifics that generally reduce stress in subjects facing new tasks, contrasting with the deleterious effects of non-familiar conspecifics ([@nsx053-B22]). More generally, it is possible that social *vs* asocial neurons are actually best described by a factor only incidentally associated with the presence or absence of a familiar conspecific. For example, could the differences in neuronal activity of social and asocial neurons simply reflect different levels of stress (higher stress under isolation *vs* lower stress under social presence of a familiar conspecific)? Although stress may have contributed to the differences in firing rates of social and asocial neurons, we believe that this factor alone cannot explain the present results. If social neurons simply reflected 'lower level of stress', their proportion should have increased (and the proportion of asocial neurons decreased) over time throughout the experiment. However, the proportions of social and asocial neurons were relatively stable over time (see [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, one may wonder whether the two populations reflect different error strategies that the animals' may adopt under social presence *vs* isolation. There is indeed evidence, e.g. that monkeys (like humans) voluntarily regulate their performance given that errors may be especially costly to make in front of a conspecific ([@nsx053-B20]). In this case, errors led to reward suppression and so were costly in both conditions (alone *vs* presence), but possibly more costly under social presence than in isolation. Nevertheless, whatever the exact psychological processes involved, it remains that the findings reported here shed light on the existence of neurons in the prefrontal cortex whose activity encodes outcomes in a manner that is dependent on social presence.

The fact that the activity of the two neuronal populations correlates with behavior but in opposite directions in their non-preferred contexts suggests a dynamic interplay determining learning under social presence/isolation: social neurons under social presence may somehow inhibit (directly or indirectly) asocial neurons, thereby producing social facilitation. Conversely, asocial neurons under social isolation may inhibit social neurons, with a beneficial effect on learning. This reciprocal inhibition, if any, is only partial however as neurons may also discharge in their non-preferred context, although to a much lesser extent. In the non-preferred context, the neuronal firing seems to interfere with behavior as suggested by the reversed relationships found between neuronal activity and learning. These dynamic interactions between social and asocial neurons may take place not only locally within each of the two prefrontal areas investigated here, but also across the two areas through cortico-cortical connections ([@nsx053-B9]; [@nsx053-B44]; [@nsx053-B17]; [@nsx053-B36]), and most likely across a larger network that encompasses the so-called social brain ([@nsx053-B13]; [@nsx053-B50]), including the amygdala, the orbito-frontal cortex, the striatum ([@nsx053-B6]), the superior temporal sulcus, and the insula ([@nsx053-B47], [@nsx053-B45], [@nsx053-B46][@nsx053-B7]).

Finally, and again regardless of the exact underlying mechanisms, these findings suggest a new conception of the social brain. A recurrent debate about the social brain is whether identical, different, or partly overlapping neuronal representations support the processing of social and non-social information (see for a review [@nsx053-B49]). However, this debate neglects the possibility that the processing of both types of information, and the control of behavior, be it social or not, may rely on relatively distinct neuronal populations within the same brain area depending on basic features of the social context of performance (for evidence that the social context indeed impacts the processing of both social and non social information, see [@nsx053-B39]). As indicated by our findings, even non-social tasks can recruit social or asocial neurons depending on whether conspecifics are present or absent during task performance. Social and asocial neurons such as those reported here could be ubiquitous in the brain, but cannot be detected by neuroimaging techniques typically used in social neurosciences in humans ([@nsx053-B19]; [@nsx053-B49]) and nonhuman primates (e.g. [@nsx053-B38]). Although these techniques, particularly fMRI, proved useful to identify brain networks engaged in various social cognitive functions, they do not allow a detailed breakthrough such as the one provided here using single unit recordings. It is possible that the proportions of social and asocial neurons vary from one brain region to another, and that the regions identified by neuroimaging techniques as supporting the social brain ([@nsx053-B1]) actually reflect higher proportions of social neurons. These neurons may yet be present in many regions outside the social brain and operate efficiently under social circumstances, such that a variety of perceptual, cognitive, emotional and motor tasks would be modulated by the social context.
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==================

[Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are available at *SCAN* online.
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